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Project Background  
 

Tom Riley Park is a 14.8-hectare park at Dundas Street West and Islington Avenue that 

follows Mimico Creek to Bloor Street West. The playground in the park will be enhanced 

as part of a state-of-good repair project to upgrade the existing equipment.  

The project site is located in the central area of the park in the area of the existing 

playground equipment. The existing playground is in need of replacement. The scope of 

the playground improvement will include this general area. The playground will be 

designed for accessibility and include an accessible pathway connection to the new 

playground area. 

The playground design will be developed through consultation with the community. 

Past Community Engagement 

The project team has been conducting consultations on the playground design since 

August 2020, in order to better serve the needs of the community and also preserve the 

natural character and history of the surround park. Through community consultation in 

fall 2020, most participants chose a nature-based playground concept. The playground 

concept pictured below is based on a “river beach” theme. 

 

From the most recent survey results (December 2020) we heard that the playground 
elements need to be accessible, and that natural materials should be used. The 
priorities identified from past online surveys include a custom-themed landmark 
structure, with the beaver identified as being the preferred theme. 
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Survey Objectives  
 

In July 2021, the City conducted an online survey to obtain feedback from community 
members to inform the improvements to the playground in Tom Riley Park. This is the 
fourth survey conducted on the project.  
 
Survey participants were given the opportunity to review the Final Park and Playground 
Design, and indicated how satisfied they were on the proposed design. The survey was 
available to complete from July 5 to July 23, 2021. The survey received a total of 370 
survey responses, which included input from 944 individuals. The feedback from this 
survey will be used to help confirm priorities for the final design, as the project team 
moves into construction in fall 2021.  

Notification  
The online survey was promoted through the following channels: 

 Social media advertisements on Facebook and Instagram targeting area 

residents 

 Promotions through the local Councillor’s Office 

 Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/TomRileyPlayground 

 Project list-serv 

Key Feedback Highlights 
 

 411 survey responses were collected, which includes feedback from 944 

individuals: 

o 161 individuals from 0-4 years old 

o 183 individuals between 5-12 years old 

o 53 individuals between 13-18 years old 

o 179 individuals between 30-39 years old 

o 244 individuals between 40-55 years old 

o 68 individuals between 56 to 64 years old 

o 38 individuals between 65 to 74 years old 

o 18 individuals 75 years old or above 

 

 In general, the majority of respondents were satisfied with the proposed 

design: 

o 49% of respondents were very satisfied with the design 

o 32% of respondents were somewhat satisfied with the design 

o 7% of respondents were neutral about the design 

o 12% of respondents were not satisfied with the design 

o 3% of respondents were not sure 

 

http://www.toronto.ca/TomRileyPlayground
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 When asked if they had any final feedback or suggestions on how to 

ensure the new design can be welcoming to all users: 

o 58% of survey participants identified they did not have feedback or 

suggestions at this time 

o 42% of survey participants had feedback and/or suggestions. Top 

comments or suggestions included (number of respondents sharing this 

sentiment included in parentheses): 

 Adding more play equipment for older children (5-12) to use the 

park [35] 

 Suggestion to diversify the types of play equipment in the proposed 

design (e.g. climbing structures, rope climber, monkey bars, 

climbing walls, balance beams, etc.) [19] 

 Adding a water play area or splash pad (16) 

 Concerns that the beaver play structure was too enclosed/would 

result in poor sightlines for parents (16) 

 Concerns about the play spinner being unsafe for young kids, or 

that there were too many in the proposed design (13) 

 Suggestion to add a canopy or shade structure to the design (12) 

 Requests to add more seating throughout the park (e.g. benches 

with backs, etc.) [11] 

 Comments regarding park maintenance as a future priority once the 

park is built (9) 

 Adding fitness equipment (for adults and children) [7] 

 Adding more picnic tables (6) 
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary  
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Demographics 
 

 

Total responses per age group include:  

 161 respondents age 0 to 4 years old 

 183 respondents age 5 to 12 years old 

 34 respondents age 13 to 18 years old  

 52 respondents age 19 to 29 years old 

 179 respondents age 30 to 39 years old  

 244 respondents age 40 to 55 years old  

 47 respondents age 56 to 64 years old 

 45 respondents age 65 to 74 years old 

 18 respondents age 75 years old or above  
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Appendix B: Final Concept Design and Renderings  
  

Final Concept Design  

 

What’s new? The final concept design features: 

 A natural play structure that provides a range of climbing activities on the outside and 

inside of the structure. The structure can also be accessed by way of clear path from a 

sculpted land form or "play hill".  

o A net inside and a transfer platform to access the slide 

 Two additional slides that can be accessed from the "play hill" 

 A wood log pile for additional climbing activities. 

 A new swing zone with four (4) belt sings, two (2) toddler swing and one (1) accessible 

swing. 

 A more challenging net climber, accessible group spinner, individual spin cup, and stand 

up see saw compliment the playground for a variety of play experiences. 

 A covered sand play area, additional seating, accessible picnic tables and new tree 

plantings. 

Future views (renderings) of the new playground are shown below. 
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Rendering: Beaver Play Sculpture (Exterior and Interior) 
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Individual Play Elements  
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Appendix C: Text Responses  
 

Do you have final feedback, or suggestions on how to ensure the new 

design is welcoming for all users? 
Respondents who selected "Yes, I have feedback/suggestions." (172 responses)  

 Less of a sandbox as children can get hand foot and mouth disease. The play structure 
looks amazing. What about an additional water feature? Also ask kids what their opinion 
is. 

 The design mostly provides activites that encourage exercise for children. Might there be 
a design concept that encourages physical exercise of adults? (Walking track, pull up 
bars, etc.) Like Lawrence Park's calisthenics circuit. 

 Will be good to include first:-some rest zones for parents ( adults) benches, tables, and 
for family games tennis table. Because I think � we have enough places. Good luck! 
wonderful ideas 

 to have more picnic tables. the area is big and can accommodate much more facilities 
for seniors 

 The use of rubber-like play surfaces in park redesigns across the city is very concerning. 
These play surfaces get hot and overheat our kids by reflecting heat back up at them as 
they play. And more importantly rubberized play surfaces have been linked to increased 
risk of cancers and carcinogen inhalation from those surfaces. Mulch would be much 
safe for our kids and better for the environment. . 

 Please include a bigger slide. 

 Kids grow up fast. I would love to see some ideas for older kids too. 

 If there are areas where families can sit (ie. Picnic table area) it would be good to include 
some shade/protection from the elements. 

 Ensure there are some park benches around perimeter of playground for parents to sit 
and watch. Also would be nice if there was a water fountain to drink. 

 The beaver just looks like something that will get burned down or treated poorly by 
people who are making mischief. While my he topographical design looks interesting, 
the reality is the person visiting the park will not see this view and will miss the overall 
concept. 

 The beaver structure looks neat, but I’m concerned about how vision is blocked by it. Are 
parents able to actually supervise their kids or does the structure block vision. The cup 
spinner is also not a popular playground feature and can only have one kids play safely 
on it at once. 

 There should be a fountain or splash pads to play in 

 What about more slides, more structures , etc. as it will be servicing many adjoining 
neighbourhoods? Also- making sure it's all wheel chair accessible? 

 Less paved/rubber floor 

 Splash pad 

 With the addition of a shade structure and other structures which impede current 
sightlines, consideration should be given to additional lighting to provide better standard 
of safety. 

 A slash zone would be nice 

 Could you add a covered pavilion with picnic tables, no local parks have this, have to go 
all the way to Rennie 

 It looks great but for the amount of kids using the park, it seems that another playground 
structure is needed. There is still a lot of space to add another type of structure that 
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includes climbing, running and slide or monkey bar. I see how in other parks this is an 
issue specially with different ages. Please do consider adding another structure. 

 More benches. Washrooms. 

 I would like to see if there could be added a rope swing they have one at Spencer’s 
smith park in Burlington, perhaps more toddler equipment as the older kids occupy most 
of the space and push the smaller guys out of the way. Overall it’s a great idea I love it 

 Can you make a skate park 

 A shaded/covered area would be beneficial. 

 Think about including a water feature like a splash pad and wadding pool 

 Have more options for kids from 10-15 years like skateboard playground and track for 
running 

 This play structure has nothing for children in the ages 5-12 grouping and any child will 
be bored within minutes of playing here. This park borders an elementary school and 
there should be play elements for older children, and the countless children under 5 who 
find the under 5 component boring. See Chestnut Hills for inspiration on what a sucpark 
looks like. Stand up see saws and cup spinners are a waste. The rope climber is also 
junk. 

 Toronto parks are lacking in fun park activities for kids older than 5... this new design still 
doesn’t offer much to the older kids. 

 While the concept of the beaver is brilliant, it does not allow enough diversity of play. It 
forces all the kids into a single compact area. Similar to Humbertown Park, little are 
intimidated by larger children when force to play in a smaller confined play structure. 
Again, the design is brilliant, but some more physically engaging play components would 
be ideal. 

 The beaver does not look playful enough, can some colour or details be added to make 
it more playful for children. 

 This looks very nice. My hope is that the existing benches at the south east area will no 
longer be used by the Beer Store's customers. 

 There are a lot of parks in the city that Cater two young children. It would be nice to have 
some areas for slightly older children, 9-14. They need something to do as well. Every 
park in the city is designed for young children. 

 Feels very young, need a more challenging climbing section for older kids 

 Make the wooden structure more open so parents can watch from a bench etc. 

 Would love splash pad/small wading pool 

 make sure the spinners are FAST 

 There isn’t much for kids to do. Too many spinners. I would worry about teenagers 
drinking in there at night (secluded area away from streets), leaving it filled with litter and 
hazards for young kids. It is a risky design for such a secluded area. 

 Don’t have a covered sand area as animals can use the sand and it can be dangerous 
for children. 

 The cup spinner's are very dangerous for smaller children. I have seen several kids spin 
out of control and cry out for an adult to stop them spinning. 

 Something for older kids 

 The area is a hangout place for teens. I'm afraid late evening togethers inside the 
'beaver' will leave bottles, condoms and other garbage not desirable for morning 
playtime. I would recommend an open structure that is less inviting as a homeless 
shelter or teen hangout. 

 This will be a welcomed addition to our community. 

 The beaver structure is too closed up. As a closed structure, parents will not be able to 
see what kids are doing inside. There may also be undesirable hang outs inside the 
structure after dark, since the area itself is quite remote from the neighbor hood. An 
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open structure should detract from this. The play structure should be open, like the one 
at humbertown park. 

 A splash park ! The ones beer by are far and this is a very wide neighborhood and a lot 

of community everyone I speak to always says that’s a good idea 👍🏻 The other splash 

parks beer by are always so full I live next door 

 Pretty sure kids below 10 will enjoy, but not much for younger teens. Any chance a small 
ball court or small skate/scooter ramps can be added? 

 I assume by rubber like play surface you mean Poured in place (PIP) crumb rubber. 
anyone who installs tire PIP is asking for a lawsuit! It's like pick one - concussions, 2nd-
3rd degree burns, at least 12 carcinogens and lead - a neurotoxin. Please consider 
safer, natural and ADA compliant engineered wood fiber. PIP causes cancer is actually 
being removed from many playgrounds in the USA. http://www.stopcancerfund.org/pz-
environmental-exposures/caution-children-at-play-on-potentially-toxic-surfaces/ 

 There are too many spinners and not enough swings or shade. The beaver structure 
seems like it would collect rain and water and snow and not be usable for a good part of 
the year. The good part of open play structures is that the water doesn’t pool and snow 
doesn’t pile inside. Parents also won’t have a good line of sight for the beaver if there 
little ones go inside. I would add more play structures with several acccess points and 
slides. 

 Some sort of water play area is something every community needs in the summer and I 
know many in our neighbourhood were wishing for a splash pad or a wading pool. The 
proposed design is a great improvement to what we currently have but it misses 
something for the kids to cool off on hot summer days. If at all possible to still include, it 
would make for a much better park. 

 This park needs additional apparatus for older kids. This design looks like it will age-out 
at 10 years old. Also please ensure there are shady area for play and picnicking. There 
appears to be some, but climate change is making it so hard to play in a park and not 
have these kids burn. 

 Design is wonderful! Water feature would be great. 

 It sucks. Nowhere near enough stuff. Nothing fun. Just for very little kids. We would like 
a zip line , funnier swing 

 Preteens and teens should be able to enjoy the new space too. Maybe ramos for bikes 
and skate board's, a work out area, water fountin for dogs and humans can be added. 
Also water fountines 

 More shade, more trees, the rubber does not give the natural feel/look that was 
established by the consultation. 

 No enclosed structures, the beaver will inevitably fill up with garbage, beer cans and 
worst case needles. There needs to be more shade, there is not enough shade for the 
kids play areas in the neighborhood. And also more seating for mums and dads. 

 My children are 8 and 10 and there is absolutely nothing in this design for them to 
play/engage with. This is a playground for children 5 and under. Totally pointless and a 
waste of money to not have developed something for older children. If this goes forward 
we will not use it. 

 Older children need something to do to have a try targeting the age range from 9 to 14 
best wings at a skateboard park add something for the older kids to want to be able to 
do stuff 

 Are there any shaded play and seating areas? It doesn’t look cozy or fun—it looks quite 
boring actually. Doesn’t look like a good use of the beautiful space of land. I’m quite 
disappointed. This doesn’t look like anything that was in the original survey which 
potential options. 

 Is there space to consider a climber playground structure too? The type with slides and a 
pole to slide down? 
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 Not enough for an older child 12+ Would also like to see some fitness-like structures 
included for older kids/adults. 

 My main concern is with the beaver. I love the idea of this structure but am concerned 
with the safety of this structure. With such an enclosed structure I would be concerned 
about what little children may find I side when they go to play (needles, bottles, 
condoms). 

 What idiot decided that a giant rock should be beside the rubber hill? That's just a recipe 
for numerous injuries with children tripping and falling. Also that rubber surface is 
ridiculously slippery when wet. This design is terrible for small children and there is so 
much wasted space around the individual play elements. What is up with the three logs. 
They are small and uneven. Why not make a larger climbing structure so more kids can 
use it at one time? This playground is not functional. 

 Less spinners 

 More appeal for older children, more swing sets 

 Splash pad 

 Please add elements for older children. Please consider shade. Please add water play 
elements. 

 Not enough shade structures - the one over the sandplay is too small. Not enough 
swings. There should not be spinners - dangerous. Love the beaver design - it's neat 
and slides are important. 

 It’s cute at first glance, particularly the beaver, but I don’t think the beaver climber would 
be something I’d feel safe having my child climb on. The focus also seems to be on 
spinners, which seems odd. I think kids will be bored with it quickly, particularly those 
over three years old. 

 Sigange to say that no dogs allowed 

 It would be great to include a dog park in this area. 

 Design is amazing for kids under 8 yrs of age, but lacks in opportinity for older kids who 
love to hang and climb. 

 A stage where kids could present plays, dances and skits would be terrific to inspire 
imagination and creative play. It needn’t the elaborate - just a platform. Let’s include the 
arts in outside play spaces. 

 Make it multifunctional for different ages - design geared to younger children. Would like 
to see design elements for younger school age children - 5 to 10 etc. 

 There doesn’t seem to be lots for over 5’s? Have you seen Humbertown Park? It’s great 
for all ages! 

 Although, I like it, there are too many spinners and not enough swings. A zip line (flying 
fox) would be awesome too. 

 We need the promo material to be more reflective of the populations that live here 

 So much potential for a higher structure wuth a taller slide. Thiere is a nayure climbing 
structure stimilar like a block away. Just seems like a giant waste of all the space. So 
disappointing 

 Children and youth in wheelchairs or other devices can’t access equipment on sand. 
Please remove the sand 

 The beaver looks quite .. enclosed ? Parents want to be able to watch their kids. For 
example - the Jaime Bell playground is great because kids can climb and run But I can 
see my kids at all times 

 Keep as many trees as you can please. Shade at a park is important. 

 Why cant a spash pad be installed? 

 It is not clear what the ground will be like. I would recommend a soft bouncy ground 
cover similar to Ramsden Park. I would also recommend “monkey bars” kids love them 
and they promote continued development of upper body strength 

 A splash pad would be a great addition 
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 Individual spinner might create a non sharing attitude and, possibly, conflict 

 The design looks very nice, good job! Im worried about how everything the play 
structures will be kept clean especially because of covid. 

 Will it be accessible for people with mobility issues? Will the structures be large enough 
for child caretakers to assist in play? 

 A place for food trucks to go 

 This is brilliant! It is a thousand times more welcoming than the previous/present 
playground, can house multitudes of children at play, and will appeal to so many 
different playing types. Well done! 

 I concerned that the slats are too close together and 

 Maybe i just missed this in the images, but i hope there will be more seating, beyond the 
two picnic benches. 

 A large covered/shaded place that could also serve as a shelter from the rain would be 
nice 

 Add musicality…eg. steel pipe xylophone or Jamaican style tuned steel drum…music is 
“playing” and should be integrated into a “play”ground 

 More benches please! 

 Play park should include a land acknowledgement plaque 

 More variety and climbing structures for kids. Not so many spinners. 

 A place to do barbequeing since the park he's surrounded by buildings apartments and 
condos. More of the family's wants to have grills but they cannot have access to it as 
they only have balcony and barbecuing is not allowed if the park has a designated 
drilling place that would be very excellent 

 Shade, water and comfortable seating all essential in a community park. 

 There are no facilities for children older than age 5. 

 More picnic and family gather space would be great. So many condos being built. 
People need outdoor appropriate gather space. 

 I think the sand play shown is unsanitary. 

 Cup spinner likely to be vandalized. Rubber surface questionable-Ramsden Park's 
rubber surface destroyed in less than a year. 

 still think the design needs more shade/shady spot incorporated 

 Add more seating throughout park 

 This is a very nice improvement, but with all of the available space this feels like it is not 
maximizing the opportunity here. 

 A place for kids with disabilities such as autism or any physical disabilities such as 
wheelchair accessible and lights because at night is very dark. My kids have been to the 
park during daytime and there are some suspicious people there so the lights would help 
see them better in the evening during winter. Is it possible to have a basketball/soccer 
place for teenagers? Or redo the basketball field in order to incorporate all sports 

 Please make higher swings with longer chains for a more satisfying swing. Make it the 
tallest one in etobicoke 

 While the beaver design is very cool, I'm afraid period may use it for overnight shelter or 
for drinking/ drugs and make the playground unsafe for kids. Would also love to see 
more equipment for kids. This is very sparse. I'm thinking more options like cloverdale 
park! 

 Place shade structure over play sand area. More logs for climbing. 

 Small kids don't use spinners. There's nothing for them other then sand and small slide. 

 How about people who let their dogs deficate in the playground area? Also lighting has 
to used for security reasons! 

 Seating for parents and grandparents. Seating for the community who want to sit in 
shade with friends and chat 

 Splash pad or water pump to add to sand area please! 
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 I am concerned about the cleanliness & upkeep of the beaver structure. The concealed 
structure would leave potential for teenagers partying & leaving debris as well as 
transient people taking shelter in it overnight. Are there plans to dissuade this or a better 
design to ensure it is kept clean & safe for families? 

 I know it said it doesn't include a water feature, however for the summer time it would be 
great to have a splash pad, similar to the Corktown commons splashpad. 

 For older kids a ropes climbing area would be really appreciated! 

 I suggested you add some barbeque grills for people in the area. 

 I know it's so hard to please all age groups but suggest perhaps add something for 
senior kids or teens to entertain them if they are part of the scope of your project. Thank 
you for your excellent work! 

 Not a fan of the stand alone elements that were chosen, I don’t think they are elements 
that kids would spend a lot of time on and feel like it’s a waste. An additional structure 
would be better than those, not many children age 2-5 can really be fit or stay busy on 
them. 

 Looks nice. Where possible it would be great to replicate the success of Humbertown 
Park @ Dundas St W & Wimbleton Rd... everyone absolutely LOVES that playground 
and the kids can spend hours there and not get bored. 

 There is almost no equipment in this design. You need a slide for the 6-10 age range. 
More wood climbing opportunities like balance beams. Monkey bars, climbing wall. An 
area to make music like at Jeff Healey park. 

 Please do not remove any of the old trees. 

 Dont think that spinners are safe. Why are there more personal questions about me than 
about the design? 

 We need sprinklers please 

 Would prefer a larger rope climber and more shaded benches/picnic areas. 

 love this initiative and can't wait to bring my child 

 The original concept had separate senior and junior play area's. I have found this to be 
useful in other playgrounds we have visited since seniors and juniors interact differently 
with play structures. 

 It is possible to have a large slide for 12-year-old 

 Perhaps include some other items that all ages can participate and enjoy for example 
some concrete, all weather ping pong tables. 

 Can the picnic tables be covered by some kind of shade, whether the shade be provided 
by trees or some artificial canopy? 

 The structure is not big enough. Maybe have two such structures so that many kids can 
play at one. The way it is currently will cause there to be long line of kids waiting to climb 
the structure or use the slide. Also the slide could be taller insread of just small slides. 

 Given the wildlife in the area (racoons, skunks, coyotes, etc, please consider how you 
will keep the sand area clean from animal urine and feces. 

 would have liked to see hanging bars for kids to try to swing from or ride across with a 
handle. What about animals on a spring seat for younger children? 

 While it looks really cute (& Canadian!), I don't like the fact that the beaver is so 
enclosed. I can't keep a line of sight to my child while they play and I DON'T like that 

 Install a wooden tower with a long stainless steel slide + substitute some regular swings 
with the platform like swings. 

 More vertical posts of varying heights, added in clusters, not just as stepping stones, 
please. Really like the beaver. Thanks for the spinny cup and lots of swings. The 
suspended 'cube' net climber doesn't see a lot of use at busy Cloverdale park - but the 
pyramid net climber at east mall does. Maybe a LT horizontal bar or serial connected set 
of 3? Parents could use them for push ups, pull ups (like the Trek Fit ones), and kids 
love to spin around/hang upside down; they are maybe $2600 or so to buy. 
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 I do not think that the beaver is attractive and unfortunately, I think it will be scary to the 
younger children. 

 A larger slide for kids that are 5+ would be ideal instead of two small slides 

 There desperately needs to be a splash pad so that there will be more use sets on hot 
days. 

 Although water elements are not considered, we think it would be a good addition to 
include drinking water fountains to keep the children (and parents!) hydrated. 

 While the children's playground is a priority, please pay attention to potential dangers at 
Aberfoyle entrance, has a narrow very steep decline, dangerous, slippery with leaves 
and in winter, hard for seniors to use this entrance. It is improper to name Indigenous 
people 'Indians'. 

 It looks like there are no high slides. It also looks like there are not a lot of options for 
different paths or play for the beaver. If there was something else connected to it to 
make it bigger or more options for kids, it could be interesting for all ages. 

 make sure toddler swings available 

 Please include a larger and more raised log pile for more balance play and free form 
play 

 Would like to see more shade ie. more trees or coverings on hot days 

 All looks awesome! Who can we contact to request lights for safety in the evening? This 
is critical given the park is more remote than most parks and does not have houses near 
by. 

 More swings, more picnic tables, more benches with a back 

 We need more shaded seating area. So many families have picnics and no trees in the 
area make it very hot in the summer. 

 More shade structures, ensure the safety surface isn't dark coloured (it gets too hot in 
the sun) 

 I am concerned that the beaver is too enclosed and will make it difficult for parents to 
monitor young children's safety 

 I love the nature theme of the park, the multiple and separated play areas for children of 
different ages and interest. Is it possible to also create an adult's area with creative 
calisthenics equipmetin this park? There are currently different types of calisthenics 
parks all over the city, but nothing in this neighbourhood. It would be nice to see that the 
design of the adult's workout equipment to blend in with the rest of othe children's area 
as well. 

 Is there an option for a larger slide? I only see two younger child slides. 

 A bike path separating pedestrian path. Cyclists can be aggressive and I have witnessed 
a few encounters of happy people strolling and cyclists getting angry. 

 I do not understand the rope climber. It seems incongruous. Wouldn't a log jam be 
better? 

 The beaver structure is quite enclosed, making it harder for adults to supervise. 

 The safety of the rope climber.??child getting trapped/ tangled in the ropes. Sufficient 
seating/ rest areas 

 Please make more accessible features (for example: up-and-down motions). Please also 
ensure the benches are NOT cold on a touch. Thank you 

 There is a large number of senior citizens in the area as well. The inclusion of an 
outdoor ping pong table would be a great addition for families of all ages. 

 Please make it SIMPLE, cheap and easy to maintain. Please have more benches and 
picnic tables for people to sit down. 

 The design looks great! I feel like the park is geared to younger children (up to age 6). Is 
it possible to add another play structure for older kids or monkey bars? Also, I have 
heard that the rubber ground can get quite hot in the sun and cause burns. Can you 
please ensure this is not the case. Otherwise, everything looks amazing! 
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 It needs more toddle friendly play structures. Like jumping/bouncing, there are may 
parks that have some in the form of a car, dinosaur, bees or it could be a beaver to 
match the theme. 

 Would like a splash pad 

 can you please instal cross fit area for outdoor workouts. 

 Will you add a public washroom? 

 I am concerned the beaver structure will have debris/harbage in it over time 

 I think adding something for challenging that adults to use as well would be a great 
compliment and encourage adults to move as well. Kids like seeing adults having fun. 

 Advanced agility structures as we don't just have 3-5 years olds in the neighbourhood. 
Parks need to be for all ages including seniors and need to provide space for movement, 
strength and agility. 

 The playground as depicted does not look interesting or challenging enough for kids 6-
12. I would suggest a higher climber / more logs as well as longer slides. 

 Seems small. The slides are very small, the climbing areas are small. This is fine for 
younger children (<4) but seems rather boring for older children. It's a much needed 
improvment over what we have now, but I would like more things for older children. 
Rope climber seems like the children would be very close to eachother, which could 
result in hands being stepped on. 

 Add washroom facilities.. 

 Please add a section with a pull-up bar or calisthenics equipment. 

 more shade!!!! 

 It looks very nice but I see nothing challenging for children over 6+ 

 There needs to be some sort of water play/structure/splash pad area. It's ++40 degrees 
outside and the nearest one is on Lothean avenue. Please reconsider and get some 
water play area. 

 I would suggest making the rope climber bigger and or adding additional climbing 
structures. As of now there doesn’t seem to be a ton to climb on 
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